Health socks
Therapeutical comfort
for sensitive feet

Foot care
while you go!

MED Multi

Pressure relieving, extremely flexible
multifunctional sock

Extremely flexible
shaft and cuff
Active climate-effective
and moisture-transporting
2-layer technology

Extremely
expandable foot
part for large
foot extents

Air-comfort padded sole

Pads at pressuresensitive parts (toes,
arch, instep, ankle
and at the heel)

Due to the extreme elasticity MED MULTI is particularly comfortable and also applicable if large foot and shaft widths are
necessary – e.g. wearer of bandages, braces and orthesis,
likewise with broad feet, high instep, foot or deformations
of the extremities as well as swellings. The air-comfort
sole and the padding protect sensitive foot parts against
pressure marks, chafing and blistering.
Ideal during extreme exertion or for particularly
sensitive feet. Suitable for diabetics and rheumatics. Friendly to the veins.
We recommend wearing inside out.
Absolutely not bulky on the inside
without any pinching seam.

MED Thermo

Pressure relieving, strongly warming
and padded special sock.

Extremely flexible
shaft and cuff
Active climate-effective
and moisture-transporting
2-layer technology

Expandable foot part
for large foot extents
Highly effective
heat insulation by the
use of merino wool

Heat reflecting air comfort padding sole
with X-Static/Coolmax and wool

Pad at pressuresensitive parts (toes,
arch, instep, ankle
and at the heel)

Warming sock in comfortable width. Activating and odour reducing effect, by means of conductive climate regulating silver
fibres and Coolmax at the foot sole. Protection against coldness by merino wool. Due to the high elasticity applicable,
where large foot and shaft widths are necessary. The special construction of the sole and the air-comfort padding
offers optimum protection for sensitive foot parts, against
pressure marks, chafing and blistering.
Optimal for sensitive to cold feet, adverse climatic
conditions. Ideal in winter shoes. Suitable for diabetics and rheumatics. Friendly to the veins.
We recommend wearing inside out.
Absolutely not bulky on the inside
without any pinching seam.

MED Soft Cotton
Lightweight, soft and smooth special
sock of skin-friendly, elastic cotton mix

Extremely flexible
shaft and nonconstricting cuff

Flexible
foot part for
foot extents

Skin-friendly cotton
price
advantage

double
pack
2 pairs

Hand-linked toe

Perfect, creasing
free fit up to the toes

A noticeably easier and gentler wearing comfort is accomplished by means of cotton-core-yarn. The natural, soft
extensibility of the material provides a soft and smooth fit
free from creases.
MED Soft is seamless at the toe, non-constricting at the
cuff and without pressure.
Suitable for diabetics and rheumatics and for
everybody, who desires a soft and smooth
wearing comfort. Friendly to the veins.

MED X-Static
Fine special sock with
pure silver for sensitive feet

antimycotic
effect

Extremely flexible
shaft and cuff

Flexible foot
part for foot extents

Antimicrobial,
fungal and
odour-reducing fibre

Hand-linked toe **

Antistatic

Temperature and
moisture regulating
Summer: drains heat
Winter: heat reflecting

Fine special sock with silver fibres. Temperature regulating, antistatic, vein-friendly and reduces the growth of fungal and bacteria in the laboratory test. With its flexible foot part, shaft and
its non-constricting cuff MED X-Static is suitable for pressuresensitive feet and various foot widths.
Suitable for diabetics, allergy sufferers, swellings, foot
odour, foot perspiration, sore and temperature-sensitive feet. Ideal for sensitive skin.
* grade 0-5. Grade 0: no bacterial growth, grade 1: growth only
visible with the microscope. For comparison untreated cotton:
grade 5: massive growth, which covers the complete surface
** We recommend wearing inside out for maximum
effect and highest wearing comfort. Thereby 100%
of the super-soft X-Static silver fibres operate directly
on the skin and the seam of the hand linked toe lies
on the outside.
If best look has priority, the socks can be
worn turned outward without any problems.

GoWell - Sizes and Colours
Colours
MED Multi
MED Thermo
MED Soft cotton
MED X-Static
Soft below-knee
stockings
Reflex-zone socks

greying, darkblue, black
anthracite, nature, nature mottled
black, darkblue, white*, nature*
silver grey, black
anthracite, nature

white

silver
grey

greying

anthracite

nature

nature
mottled

darkblue

black

white imprinted

* boil-proof 90°

Material composition
MED Multi

80% Cotton, 12% Polypropylene, 6% Polyamide, 2% Elastane

MED Thermo

63% Wool, 25% Polyamide, 9% Coolmax (PES),
2% Elastane, 1% X-Static/Silver

MED Soft Baumwolle 97% Cotton, 3% Elastane
Med X-Static

60% Coolmax (PES), 25% Cotton, 8% X-Static/Silver
5% Elastane, 2% Polyamide

Below-knee stockings 60% Wool, 38% Polyacrylic, 2% Elastane
Reflex-zone-socks

78% Cotton, 19% Polyamide, 3% Elastane

Shoe sizes 35/36 – 46/48

Reflex-zone socks
WELLNESS-SET energy for body and soul
by relaxing and soothing foot massage

Reflex zone massage can activate the entire organism. Certain zones of the
foot correspond to the organs of our body. The mental and physical well-being can be positively affected by their specific
massage. On the sole of the reflex zone socks the organs
are illustrated and permit thus a purposeful massage of
certain zones. The particularly fine cotton Lycra quality lets you feel the relaxing massage intensively.
Reflex-zone-socks serve for a relaxing
massage. They are recommended for all,
who would like to unwind, relax and to
get spoiled.

Below-knee stockings
With warming, temperature
and moisture regulating wool

Extremely flexible
shaft and cuff,
without elastic yarn

Skin-friendly
natural fibres
Perfect crease-free
fitting up to the toes
Flexible foot
part for foot
expanses

Linked toe

Reinforced
heel and toe

GoWell below-knee stockings fulfil highest wearing and quality requirements.
Due to the slub-free linked toe, the cuff without elastic yarn and vast foot
and shaft diameter they offer a pleasant loose-fitting without slipping down.
Suitable for diabetics and rheumatics. Vein friendly.

Soft Wool
Soft and non-itchy merino-woolmixture with climatic- and moisture
regulating features for warm and
dry feet and legs.

Short-shaft socks (Sneaker)

Inshoe-socks
with Wool
colour: anthracite

Shoe-size

35-38
39-42

material: 80% Wool, 20% Polyamide
with Cotton
colours: black, nature

35-38
39-42

material: 98% Cotton, 2% Elastane
• More comfortable and healthier
than barefooted in the shoe
• linked toe seam
• Non-constricting cuff
• Creates a healthy and pleasant climate
in the shoe by natural materials

Steps

Footlet
with Cotton
colour: nature

Shoe-size

35-38
39-42

material:
51% Cotton, 31% Polyamide, 18% Elastane
• More comfortable and healthier than
barefooted in the shoe
• Footlets with highest wearing comfort
• Flat, non-constricting elastic band at the border
• Particularly elastic and soft
• Airy, not bulky
• Creates a healthy and pleasant climate in the shoe

Foot care
while you go!
Healthy feet love GoWell!

Feet and legs have to endure a lot. No surprise, that a lot of feet get
problems. The complex workmanship and the combination of hightech fibres (X-Static, Coolmax) with the advantages of the natural
fibres (Cotton/Wool) or Polycolon offers your feet soothing comfort
and drains moisture away from the skin.

GoWell for all purposes!
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In the GoWell range you will find socks and stockings for different
problems and preferences.
GoWell protects actively against heat or coldness, moisture, foot transpiration and foot odour. GoWell is ideal for pressure-sensitive legs (e.g.
rheumatics and diabetics), adhesions and injuries of the foot. GoWell
simply supports your well being e.g. by the instruction for a relaxing foot
massage or by a non-constricting pleasant wearing comfort.
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